
USERS MANUAL
CRANES

WB7/WB6/HLK150/HLK450
Technician

If you still have problems after the steps below, 
please contact our technician.

Step 1: Connection. Connect the crane to the power grid 380V. If necessary, use 
an adaptor cable from 32A 5 pole to 32A 4 pole. Then connect the remote 
control to the electro cabinet on the side. On front cabinet one can change the 
fases with the button position 1 or 2, the light on the power guard must be lit in 
cabinet (green or orange)
Step 2: Put the crane in work mode. Loosen the drop cables from 
"vervoerstand" on the crane's arm, move them to the "uitschuifstand" and 
fasten there. Let the mast top off again until the mast rests in fall cable. Remove 
the locking pin and relax the lifting and top cable. Extend arm to the first and/or 
third hole as needed, middle hole is not used. Top up a bit so that the drop 
cable relaxes and moves it from "uitschuifstand" to "werkstand'. secure
again on arm crane, You are now ready to start.

Step 3: Maintenance. One should remove the glue residue and the grinding 
dust from the crane with brush and water every day. Make sure that the top and 
lifting cable are not overlapping on the coil ( this can lead to breakage). If they 
are over each other, roll them back on to the reel. Check every day to see if any 
cable wheels are damaged. If so, this should be replaced by our technician. Once 
a month, the rotating center bearing should be lubricated.

Step 4: Malfunctions and causes. Protections falter: make sure the wheels 
don't get stuck on top-, lifting and top off cables and/or overloading security. 
Press the blue buttons of engine security from F1,F2,F3 and F4. Look at the fuse 
if it's on, including this one from 2A. If the light on the power guard does not 
burn (orange or green), you have no power, try other extension cable and/or 
adaptor cable.
 Step 5: end of work and pick up. Make sure that the crane is back in
"vervoerstand" as explained in step 2 and that all rented accessories are 
included with the crane, also steering and asembly pin are present.. Make sure 
everything is clean, and preferably that there is a crane man present.

Contact technician : tel +32 (0) 465 07 30 83 


